
 Fun Palm Beach rumor(s) you could potentially start
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From: «James Meng» <james.meng@yandex.com>
To: dgober616@gmail.com

My Niggot!
 
I was thinking, recently, in light of a few recent spectacular resignations from the Iran departments of the CIA
and Department of State (or as I like to call it, the United State Department of Shithole) that you might like to
pass around a few insider commentaries, y'know, as you always historically have done, right? Such a connected
guy. Always so impressive. Inspiring of nothing more than...near-silence. Wowza.
 
So. Here's the thing. When I was living in Bromont, Québec, I actually applied for asylum in Iran. The Canadian
RCMP would literally not intervene on an obvious Jewish organized crime human trafficking and harassment
case with me to such a point that their unemployment administration was literally requesting that I ask to have
my CAD$30000/yr job as a call center supervisor back after being wrongfully terminated. My response - I
bought a pair of cars, a Chrysler Neon and a VW Golf TDI for CAD$1600 and started running a delivery courier
business in Montréal. Maintained by me, as usual, which drove everyone crazy when absolutely no incident of
sabotage, always reported to police, was able to stop or change anything about my totally clean business that
netted me CAD$4500/mo.
 
In response to my plea for help, which was made on the grounds that the Canadian RCMP under Prince Edward,
then Duke of Wessex, had effectively denied me all recourse to legitimate law enforcement under Canadian local
and federal law, the American CIA and Department of State collaborated on a Nigger-Man Nigger-Plan, to
convey a Nigger-Net Nigger-Code Nigger-Message to Planet Earth in which Ukrainian International Airlines
Flight 752 was shot down shortly after taking off from Tehran. The United State Cock In Ass had revealed to the
Iranians that I would not be allowed to leave Canada by plane. And so the Iranian Army, in an act of protest,
decided to signal this to me by shooting down an entire plane of Iranian Western welfare beneficiaries
connecting via Kiev to Canada on UIA. Rather incredible, no?
 
But it gets even funnier. (Yes, funnier.) Downing a plane full of United State Cock In Ass welfare trash is
obviously hilarious. (Do you remember where you live yet? DO YOU REALLY, REALLY RECOGNIZE THE
LOCATION FROM THAT VIDEO THE GERMANS HELPFULLY PROVIDED?!?!?) God you're an idiot.
 
Yes, funnier. As I created even more chaos - by literally inadvertently baiting the Toronto-Pickering nuclear
power plant (almost an engineering twin to Chernobyl) into setting off a false nuclear meltdown warning on 15
January 2020 via a note to the IBM security staff at Bromont about my grandfather's nuclear satellite and the
ongoing security challenges associated with IBM Canada - and then reporting the ensuing incident and the
mental health challenges of the Canadian nuclear industry to the IAEA in Vienna - there was even more and
more of this White Anglo Field Peasant Nigger-Code nonsense. The Hungarians were prevented from
evacuating me by plane as the COVID pandemic spread and the RCMP wanted me to be forced out of business
and into an homeless shelter where I could conveniently die. The Belarusians, well, to be fair, I never exactly
asked them formally, just an old friend and daughter of a Belarusian diplomat who works at HSBC, and all I had
was radio silence from her, but to be fair, she's just a Russian nigger from Siberia anyway. Long story. And then
Justin Trudeau shut down the airports. Nice guy. So I went to go live with my aunt and her law firm on Long
Island. The rest is history.
 
What do your Niggers think about the future of the Cock In Ass and the United State Department of Shithole
from here, my Niggot? What do they see in the Nigger-Man and the Nigger-Plan for the Nigger-Land? Oh, do
tell. I expect you'll go dull and mute, the way the White Anglo Field Peasants always do when asked to provide
any substantive response. Was taught that from an early age. No substantive response from Anglos ever is what I



was told (Glorious Learnings of Polish Noble Family of Baltimore). That sound enough like Borat for you?
Fantastic. No, not possible, I don't think.
 
Suck a dick!
JWM


